5.9 million children
will die this year
from preventable causes.

Reaching The World’s
Most Vulnerable Children

Over 16,000 children under 5 die each day
It is hard to imagine, but they die because they were born in places where
basic maternal and child health services are lacking. The fact that this tragedy
is totally needless makes our actions even more crucial.
These children don’t have clean water. They don’t get enough nutrients. They
are not immunized. They lack basic protective measures like pre-natal care,
mosquito nets, and soap. They have no access to basic medicines.
Medicines for Humanity focuses on this crisis, works with committed
in-country healthcare partners, and helps to save lives.
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Our projects span the globe.
We have projects in Africa,
Latin America, and the
Caribbean.
Our program staff has
extensive experience living
and working in these areas.
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Why you should help
Medicines for Humanity
save children’s lives

A dedicated workforce

We work in partnership with healthcare providers that are already
involved with maternal and child health in the project areas.
Often times, they are communities of religious women who have
dedicated their lives to helping the poorest of the poor. They have
set up systems of healthcare in these places, but lack resources
and outside support. We collaborate with them to build their
capacity for saving lives.

At many MFH projects,
patient services are provided

24/7/365

Collaboration is the key
We would not be successful at lowering child
mortality in communities if it weren’t for our
in-country health care partners. They are
dedicated and trusted.
We foster a respectful, dynamic collaboration
with them and the beneficiaries we serve.
The result is a unifying environment that
allows us to accomplish what many larger
organizations simply cannot do as efficiently.

45%

of child deaths under 5 take place
during the first 28 days of life
Source: World Health Organization September 2016

We devote our resources to saving lives
All of our projects are carefully designed to employ evidencebased methods and best practices for reducing child mortality
and improving maternal/child health. We construct our projects
to deliver results based on a costing model that uses efficiency
as its primary metric. We are able to replicate these project
models and add to them empirically as additional funds become
available. We believe that this is the most pragmatic way to
increase the footprints of our service areas and save more lives.

$.88

of each dollar donated goes
directly to MFH program services
Based on 6-year MFH average, FY11 through FY16

More permanence and sustainability
Our ultimate goal is to eradicate child deaths from preventable causes. We strengthen the health systems where we work.
We increase the ability of healthcare providers to save lives. We improve and integrate community and clinical health care.

Reaching The World’s
Most Vulnerable Children

www.medicinesforhumanity.org
800 Hingham Street
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For more information about Medicines for Humanity, please contact
Margaret Brawley, Executive Director at mbrawley@medicinesforhumanity.org.
Medicines for Humanity is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, headquartered in the United States.

